Sharing with Mission Staff and their families all about “Celebration ”!
We had a great time hosting and
planning the mission meeting with
mission staff from Manaus. with
family and supporters.
It is so good to know that God is
leading us, taking us by the hand and
guiding our steps!
This past month Wilson was
studying and working on material in
order to pass the test to become a
boat captain. Because we coordinate
boat trips to river villages with
mission teams throughout the year
and also because of our possible
move to the west where the main
means of transportation is by plane or
boat Wilson feels this would give us one more tool for advancing God’s kingdom. Unfortunately when he went to
sign up for the test there was so much bureaucracy he was not able to actually take the test yet. It takes minimum 3
weeks just to sign up. He hopes to take go ahead and take the test in south Brazil. At the tail end of the month,
Wilson attended mission planning meetings for 2012 with leadership and the rest of our staff. We housed a mission
couple for 5 days during the meetings.
I have been busy giving intensive English lessons to a pastor’s wife who married an American/Brazilian. It was a
wonderful time helping her learn our language and watching her grow and develop in her ability to communicate. I
love teaching anyway and have excellent material to work with thanks to one of my college teachers and special
friend. I also teach phonics. It really helps give students confidence to share and converse with others. Rakel is
doing a great job and will continue to study on her own while I am away.
The end of October, Wilson and I headed to south Brazil. We will be sharing in churches and visiting supporters
until January when we have our mission conference. Not only did we need to pack for our stay in south Brazil, but
we also spent some time washing and packing away bedding and other things around the house. We were not able
to find someone to stay in our home and there is so much humidity during rainy season, it’s easy for everything to
mold and rot. We also had to eat up our food supply before leaving (which wasn’t all that hard, especially with
company!) Please pray God will put his hand of protection on our home while we are gone.
Thank you so much for your prayers and support and for being partners in this ministry where ever we go! We
love you and keep you in our hearts and prayers. We will be travelling some during this time and will not always
have access to internet but will get back to you as soon as possible. Please remember that we no longer have the
vivax e‐mail but continue to use lori.kannenberg@hotmail.com. Right now we are pretty tired and ready for a
change of pace. Be in touch soon!
God Bless,
Lori and Wilson

